
Babelverse is the first solution for on-demand interpretation (real time translation of spoken 
communication) in any language by remote native speakers or professional interpreters. We’re 
solving the bloody challenging problem of language barriers, with an approach that brings great 
social impact. 

Babelverse has become an award winning start-up at LeWeb, The Next Web, TechCrunch 
Disrupt, and more, with great momentum and awareness globally.

CNBC said it best in their article "The $34 Billion Multilingual Business Conversation" (CNBC said it best in their article "The $34 Billion Multilingual Business Conversation" (
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100765497 ):

"Like many other rapidly growing, venture-backed Silicon Valley tech start-ups, Babelverse was 
born to address a universal problem. But Babelverse's universal problem is also a global one: 
dismantling communication barriers by enabling anyone in the world—tourist, tenant, corporate 
marketer—to access on-the-spot interpretation from any language and translation into another one.” 

 

Josef Dunne
Co-Founder

Mayel de Borniol
Co-Founder & Architect

United Kingdom
babelverse

www.babelverse.com

twitter.com/babelverse

www.facebook.com/babelverse



We've developed a plug-in API and a Mobile App to enable individuals around the world to buy 
Bitcoin using cash and sell Bitcoin for cash with instant withdrawals at any participating ATM 
without the need of an ATM card or bank account.
 
Five years from now we see our business as the #1 global Bitcoin ATM network operating in 
many different countries and working with different Banks. Once we are operating in different 
countries around the world we want to become the platform that individuals use to send and countries around the world we want to become the platform that individuals use to send and 
receive cash instantly across boarders.

To access the service, BTCPoint users enter the amount they’d like to withdraw from an ATM or 
the amount ofBitcoin they’d like to buy using the application.
   

When users Buy Bitcoin:
1. Enter Bitcoin address and Mobile Phone
2. Wire the funds to a company Bank account2. Wire the funds to a company Bank account
3. Get Bitcoin

 

When users Sell Bitcoin:
1. Send Bitcoin to a company address
2. Receive an SMS with a PIN Code
3. Input the PIN Code into an affiliated ATM
4. Withdraw funds

 

Alex Lopera Devesa
Co-Founder

USA
btcpoint

www.btcpoint.com

twitter.com/btcpoint

www.facebook.com/btcpoint



The Carbon Checkout plug-in integrates seamlessly into ecommerce shopping cart platforms to 
offer consumers the unique opportunity to offset the carbon impact of their purchase at 
checkout. 

Consumers can choose to round up their purchase, or they can select a preset dollar amount for 
a larger carbon offset contribution. We pool these micro-contributions into a larger fund to make 
significant investments in zero emission renewable energy and carbon sequestration projects.

We are positioned as a carbon offset retail aggregator; we buy offsets from project developers We are positioned as a carbon offset retail aggregator; we buy offsets from project developers 
at wholesale prices, and sell to consumers through traditional ecommerce channels at retail 
prices. For every $1 in sales, we realize a gross margin of 61 cents. 

The current carbon offset market is valued at approximately 200 billion dollars, but individual 
consumers are not yet fully engaged and represent a mere 1.9% of the market. Even so, the offset 
market is one of the fastest growing in the world with a forecasted value of 1 trillion dollars by 
2020. 

We see great opportunities in 2015 and beyond to create low cost access to this rapidly We see great opportunities in 2015 and beyond to create low cost access to this rapidly 
expanding market.

 

Colby Self
Founding Partner 

and Managing Director

Chile
carbon checkout

www.carboncheckout.com

twitter.com/carboncheckout

www.facebook.com/carboncheckout



Eyetok is a mobile video live-streaming app.

Eyetok let's you discover and share a live world through your smartphone. 

Broadcast or watch live the world through other people's mobile devices video streams, as if they were your 
eyes. 

Explore life, live, like you've never seen it before!

How often have we ever wondered "I wish I could be there and see it with my own eyes"? How many times 
have we ever wished to see what is happening right now in a specific location nearby or on the other side have we ever wished to see what is happening right now in a specific location nearby or on the other side 
of the world?

How often have we told someone "Watch it yourself" or "Wish you were here"? How many times have we 
dream tv to share what we are seeing with others?

Any gig, sports event, breaking news, demonstration, weather, traffic jam, something out of the ordinary or
ephemeral... We can now see or share everything that happens in the world right now, live, as if we were 
right there, through anyone's eyes. Life, live, streamed.

Bruno Saguer
Co-Founder

Oskar vidal larsson
Co-Founder

Spain
eyetok

www.eyetok.com

twitter.com/eyetok

www.facebook.com/Eyetok



Unmanned Aerial Vehicles(UAV), also known as drones, save around 75% costs from previous 
solutions. That is why, in the last 6 years their use has fourfold creating a market of 6.000 M$ 
revenue in 2013 and it is foreseen that it will double in 10 years.

However, this technology is still complex to use to the final user. On one hand, they need 
infrastructure to operate planes (runway, catpult, net) meaning more cost and less portability. 

On the other hand, user has to deal with half range and endurance of planes while operating 
helicopters/multirotors. We are developing the project QPCA, an aircraft that hybridizes planes helicopters/multirotors. We are developing the project QPCA, an aircraft that hybridizes planes 
and helicopter/multirotor to solve the previous problems. 

Nowadays we are flying succesfully the first prototype of 5 kg thanks to a grant from theSpanish 
Ministry of Defense. Our idea is to commercialize this aircraft and escalate it in next projects 
(20 kg, 150 kg, 1500 kg) in order to develop a 4 passenger aircraft.

Carlos Matilla Codesal

Co-founder

Spain
fuvex

www.fuvex.com

twitter.com/FuVeX

www.facebook.com/FuVex



Hermosura Industries is a game development Studio, focused on digital distribution for next 
gen and current gen consoles, that develops franchises to be sold to video game publishers.

Console video games software revenued 27 billion $ globally in 2014 (for an audience of 219 
million), with 2.4 billions $ being made by digital distribution. 

Given the current shift in both value and distribution chain (users habits moving towards online 
purchase) it is expected by 2018 that 43% of the consoles games sold worlwide will be distributed 
digitally - representing approx. 14 billion $ (sources: Gartner, Superdata, EEDAR). This, added to digitally - representing approx. 14 billion $ (sources: Gartner, Superdata, EEDAR). This, added to 
a clear publisher trend to finance external studios to dynamize their portfolio (due to increasing 
internal developing costs and the consecuent risks in hitting release dates) creates a perfect 
window of oppotunity for a studio with the right business approach.

The company has a committed team with world class experience, great track record and strong 
execution capacities with a close network within our clients ranks.

 

Sergi Vargas
Founder and Managing Director

Spain
hermosura ind.



HomeSwipe is a mobile first real estate platform that enables renters to search for apartments 
using a card swipe interface, making their search significantly easier and more enjoyable. 

Real estate agents benefit from the mobile first approach as no incumbent has been able to offer 
any kind of actionable analytics aside from page views. HomeSwipe takes the copious amounts 
of data in real estate and removes the “analysis paralysis” it induces. Renters can now easily 
digest and engage both apartments and agents. 

A unique in-app messaging feature allows for the renters and agents to communicate instantly, A unique in-app messaging feature allows for the renters and agents to communicate instantly, 
saving time and adding efficiency to the process.

Our unique apartment review process and user experience are extremely easy to use. By using a 
Tinder-esque card-swipe interface, we make it tremendously easy to find an apartment. 

We're mobile-first and our clean database ensures a smooth experience, from search to sign.

Michael Lisovetsky
Co-Founder and CEO

Daniel Sun

USA
homeswipe

www.homeswipe.com

twitter.com/homeswipe

www.facebook.com/homeswipe

Jason Marmon
Co-Founder and CEO



Our vision is to build an aggregated investment platform for millennials with advice/learning tools and easy 
diversification across p2p platforms (zopa/bondora/auxmoney etc), index funds (nutmeg), real estate 
(property partner), equity crowdfunding, angel syndicates and the likes.

To get initial critical mass we are starting out in the automation of peer2peer lending across platforms in 
Europe.

We are a team of very experienced fintech entrepreneurs - Steffen, Asger and Nicolai. Together we have 
been part of both Techstars London and 500startups and have founded several successful startups with been part of both Techstars London and 500startups and have founded several successful startups with 
the latest being Birdback - a card linking platform started three years ago and based in London. 

All together we have raised more than $10M for our different tech ventures.

United Kingdom
lendmatic



Based in San Francisco, CA, Ludei's Cocoon platform is changing the way people develop apps 
all over the world. Every company needs a website, an iOS app, an Android app, at least, which 
implies having three teams, one for each target platform. We believe now only the web team is 
needed, as we can "convert" the mobile website into a final native app for iOS, Android or 
Windows Phone. One team, one development, 3-4 platforms, with only one fraction of the cost. 

Millions of developers all over the world are our target. 

Ludei has a unique technology to run the web/HTML5 faster on mobile devices, which is key. Our Ludei has a unique technology to run the web/HTML5 faster on mobile devices, which is key. Our 
technology is being used today by Fortune 500 companies such as Disney or Viacom 
(Nickelodeon), and by Chinese #3browser, Maxthon, among other 50,000+ users.

We are changing the world of app development, making everything easier, faster and cheaper. 

Ludei's founder is Eneko Knorr, a serial entrepreneur who started a web hosting company, 
Hostalia, that became the 4th largest in Spain and was acquired by Acens/Telefonica. 

Ludei, the future of app development, today.
 

Eneko Knorr
Co-Founder

USA
ludei

www.ludei.com

twitter.com/ludei

www.facebook.com/ludei



PackagePeer applies the collaborative economy model to solve this last mile global e-commerce 
logistics problem.

PackagePeer is a network which allows online buyers to search their neighborhood for private 
individuals (“packagepeers”) who volunteer to take delivery of purchased goods in their name 
for a small fee. Once the contact is made and found suitable, the User can access the 
“packagepeer’s” details to use them as the delivery address when purchasing online. 

Online shoppers can then pick up their goods from neighbor’s homes at their most convenient Online shoppers can then pick up their goods from neighbor’s homes at their most convenient 
time.

In brief, PackagePeer allows individuals to organize themselves to create and manage micro 
delivery hubs which are more ready available than private addresses while maintaining the urban 
capillarity convenient for the end user.

Global e-commerce is booming. In 2012, 6.5% of US retail purchases were made online and it is 
forecasted to triple by 2025, increasing up to 20% of total retail sales.

Julio izquierdo

CEO and Co-Founder

Spain
packagepeer

www.packagepeer.com

twitter.com/packagepeer

www.facebook.com/packagepeer



Plataforma Saúde is a social impact business that uses mobile technologies to provide access to 
quality healthcare for underserved communities. 

Our preventive and healthcare educational approach shifts the focus from illness to wellness. 

We act very early in the healthcare chain to identify the patient’s degree of risk of Non 
Communicable Diseases, the major cause of deaths in the world.

We use mobile diagnostic equipment to give our users access to fast, inexpensive and 
high- quality reliable exams. high- quality reliable exams. 

A set of 15 exams cost only R$20 Brazilian reais (less than $7 USD) and the results are delivered 
to the user in only 20 minutes. Our award-winning methodology is based on traffic light colors, 
where green means okay for a particular indicator and red requires special attention, for example. 
On a system based on colors, even the illiterate can identify how their health situation is. 

Besides the results printed out, the information is also saved in the cloud so that users can have 
access to it later. Our system is also being built for integration into other public and private 
healthcare systems, which will enable doctors and other healthcare professionals to have access healthcare systems, which will enable doctors and other healthcare professionals to have access 
to more information on their patients and make better decisions. 

Tales Gomes
Co-Founder

Brazil
plataforma saúde

www.plataformasaude.net.br

twitter.com/PlataformaSaud



Playbar is a tablet app (Ipad, Android, etc). A teacher drives the class with his-her tablet and 
can open or close the control to students. 

Tablets can be synchronized to play in a group or work in a single mode.

Playbar is a toolbar designed to gamify any pedagogical concept, in any moment, in any 
place (classroom or at home). 

Playbar is a Learning by playing and creating digital tool designed to convert Math, Reading and 
Writing learning process into a playful, engaging and unforgettable experience. Writing learning process into a playful, engaging and unforgettable experience. 

“Playbar Math” tablet app is based on the very successful model known as JUMPMATH, with 
whom we have a partnership today in Spain and soon with Canada and US.

Angel Herraiz

Digital Creative Director 
and Founder

Spain
playbar

www.playmaginarium.com/playbar-2

PLAYBAR



PoaPower provides, on a pay-as-you-go basis, abundant clean and affordable energy as a utility 
to off-grid, low income consumers in developing countries. We reduce poverty, protect the 
environment and generate employment, whilst building a profitable business.

PoaPower has developed and field-tested an innovative Home Power Station system that 
provides a grid-like experience. It is provided on a metered ‘pay-as-you-go’ (PAYG), prepaid 
basis, and leapfrogs existing solutions, in size, functionality and affordability.

In Kenya alone, 6 million mainly rural households (70% of the population) lack access to electricity In Kenya alone, 6 million mainly rural households (70% of the population) lack access to electricity 
because the grid does not extend to their homes. 

For most, solar home systems are too expensive to buy upfront. Portable solar lamps, some of 
which are offered on a payment plan, are useful to a degree. 

However, what people truly aspire to is the convenience and abundance of power provided by 
a connection to the grid.

Adriaan Mol

CTO

Kenya
poapower

www.poapower.co.ke



Pulpcar is an online platform that connects buyers and sellers in an organized, efficient and safe 
environment. We are a complete end-to-end marketplace where we put our customers 
satisfaction a the core of the value proposition taking everything in charge.

We perform an exhaustive inspection of the car to be sold, and if it is certified by our specialists, 
it is made available to buyers through the website with a wonderful price and a complete series 
of selling pioints advantages for them to take their decision with peace of mind.

Pulpcar is a disruptive business willing to resuscitate the used car business where the experience Pulpcar is a disruptive business willing to resuscitate the used car business where the experience 
for both sellers and buyers is full of pain points, driven by asymmetrical information, lack of 
confidence, absence of guarantee, fear of scams and bad purchase decisions ; in addition to the 
hassle of producing the ad, bothering with phone calls and meetings and then haggling and 
handling all the paperwork.

By producing all those items in our USP, we allow the buyer to purchase in confidence, avoiding 
hassles and without the test drive or even eventually seing the car. 

By doing that, we squeeze intermediaries, we reduce costs so we can add price competition By doing that, we squeeze intermediaries, we reduce costs so we can add price competition 
marks to both buyers and sellers, while delivering scalable profitability to the business.

Clément Dubuisson

Co-founder

Thomas Lebecque

Co-founder

Spain
pulpcar



Remedy is a healthcare service that provides Physicians with advice from Board Certified Specialists via
smartphones and tablets. 

Doctors simply download the Remedy app and are instantly connected to a specialist that can help them 
diagnose their patient. Remedy delivers services through employers, health systems, and health plans.

Remedy’s mobile app gives primary care doctors immediate access to specialists. Our technology instantly
matches a doctor with a desired specialist (in orthopedics, dermatology, cardiology, etc). The backend 
tracks the number of minutes the consult lasts, and we pay specialists by the minute for their time. tracks the number of minutes the consult lasts, and we pay specialists by the minute for their time. 

The channel supports realtime video/voice calling, and multimedia chat.

Noor Siddiqui
CEO, Co-founder

USA
remedy

www.remedylabsinc.com



Imagine Youtube, Facebook and Shazam in one single spot online... Voilà! It's Slashtag! 

Slashtag is a plataform combining an online TV, a social network and an audio recognition 
technology. A platform aiming at Millennials, 75% of the future global workforce by 2025, which 
is becoming the major stake especially for brands, producers and TV channels. More than 
studying them, it is also because we ourselves are Millennials. 

So this plataform is going to be the favorite Millennials' website and the leader on tomorrow's 
television market online.television market online.

In 2015, people combine watching and sharing at the same time. To respond to this, our product 
combines an online TV and a social network.

On Slashtag, it is possible to watch 4 types of contents (Show, Music, Fiction, 360), all of them 
being interactive thanks to our technology. Viewers therefore have the possibility to know more 
about the content, geolocate and even buy what you see on the screen and instantly share it on 
social networks.

Lenka Galinié

France
slashtag

www.slashtagtv.com/soon

twitter.com/slashtagtv

Invited Company



We use blockchain technology to generate accurate, reliable and unspoofable, proofs of ownership, proofs 
of existence and proofs of integrity of any set of data.

The blockchain is a distributed and decentralized system, and thus the proof is verifiable any time by any 
independent third party. 

Via our mobile/web service and or our API customers can generate digital evidence and prior art for 
protecting their data - such evidence/prior art is secured by the most powerful computer network in the 
world and registered forever in a public layer: the blockchain.world and registered forever in a public layer: the blockchain.

Such proofs are independently verifiable by any third party, at any point of time, because the blockchain is
trustless and distributed among tens of thousands of computers around the world.

With Stampery, we solve three main problems, as detailed below.

Luis Ivan Cuende
CTO

Néstor Palao
Co-Founder

Spain
stampery

www.stampery.co

twitter.com/stamperyco



We are the friendly Hootsuite. 

A year ago, we detected a really big group of people hating on Hootsuite (the billion dollar  
social media management company), they were all saying it is too complicated to use, hard to 
understand, and that every time they had to use it, they had a headache.

That's why we created Tiempy, the easiest way to schedule content for the social networks. 
People started migrating because our tool is dead simple, in a sea of complicated and expensive 
tools.tools.

We let users from all over the world and with NO tech knowledge, manage their social networks 
in the right way.

Tiempy.com is a mobile-first tool to schedule content in the social networks, we let users create 
an agenda of publications for Facebook, Twitter and linkedin, and they our algorithm 
automatically choose when is the best time to post. 

The users can add their own schedules, and even configure recurring posts!

Matías Nisenson
Co-Founder and CEO

Luciano Bertenasco
Co-Founder and CTO

Argentina
tiempy

www.tiempy.com

twitter.com/TiempyEN

www.facebook.com/Tiempy



This company was launched over two years ago by two partners funding it. The objective was to 
create a disruptive technology for the travel industry. 

With 100% dedication, we have developed a new solution patent pending (already filed in the US) 
named as a "Game Changer" by Senior VP AMEX Business Travel 1 year ago, and in the focus of 
the main actors of the industry worldwide, or as the "only and first transparent tool for business 
travel" from the AEGVE (most important business travel managers association in Spain).

Our company can brag about having created state of the art technologies, with solutions Our company can brag about having created state of the art technologies, with solutions 
covering one of the most important markets around the world, the travel industry.

There is a missed timeframe with savings and possible price and conditions improvements from 
the moment you book a flight till the departure of the flight (it happens the same with hotels), as 
still today only the time between the decision of booking a flight to the moment of the booking 
was under consideration for planning a trip.

 

Daniel de Carvajal

CEO

Luis Martín

Founding Partner

Spain
trappit

www.trappit.com

twitter.com/trappittec

www.facebook.com/trappitTec



Watly is built by combining hybrid technologies: thermal solar and photovoltaic. 

Watly purifies water from any source of pollution, bacteriological, physical or chemical. It also 
desalinates ocean water by converting it, into perfect drinkable water. It does all that without the 
need of filters or membranes. This is the reason why, Watly requires a low level of maintenance 
and it is very easy to use.We generate electricity “off the grid” that means simply said 
“everywhere”. 

Watly can recharge external devises such as mobile phones, computers, portable batteries or Watly can recharge external devises such as mobile phones, computers, portable batteries or 
LED lamps.

Our mission is to improve global living standards for the most in-need people in the world. 

We strive to empower them with new possibilities, by helping them to become healthy, thus 
dedicating dedicate their vital energy to social evolution and education rather than mere survival.

Marco Antonio Attisani
WEO, WF

Spain
watly

www.watly.co

twitter.com/watly1

www.facebook.com/Watly1

Matteo Squizzato
WOO



Our vision is to build "smart things" around pets and create new business models that disrupt 
the entire pet industry and to also save millions of cats and dogs from preventable death. 

We unveiled our first product CatFi (before called Bistro) on Indiegogo last July, which is a smart 
cat feeder with cat facial recognition technology to answer a simple question: what's the 
appetite and weight changes for each of my beloved cats? Most feline diseases can be identified 
by a change in appetite and weight but they are difficult for pet owners to recognize. 

We learned the fact in a hard way from our personal experiences so we worked with We learned the fact in a hard way from our personal experiences so we worked with 
veterinarians to build CatFi to really solve the problem.

The idea went viral on the very first day of our campaign launch, and there're more than 200 
global medias reported us including Time, Wired, Engadget, and many others. 

However we are not just building the smart feeder as a pet gadget to collect revenue from 
hardware sales. We build recurring business model around that.

The very first thing we do is the referral pet food sales (the largest segment of pet industry) 
because we know the exact pet food your cats are taking and we know when they are going to because we know the exact pet food your cats are taking and we know when they are going to 
run out of food, so we can make sales referral in advance.

 

Mark Sung

Taiwan
catFi/zillians

www.zillians.com

twitter.com/zillians

www.facebook.com/zillians



Biloop Emotion has developed a technology that allows us to learn and 
know the physiological state and mood of consumers based on voice 
identification technology, allowing for the development of a large number 
of applications. The first application, which is already designed, enables us 
to identify, in a telephone call, video call, or normal conversation, the 
emotions and moods of people and how they evolve and change during a 
given conversation. In this way the interaction between users is close and given conversation. In this way the interaction between users is close and 
friendly.

biloop

www.biloop.com

Luis 
Meca

Santi
Camps

Germán
Marquès

Joan
Pons

Rafael
Pons

socialvane

www.socialvane.com
twitter.com/socialvane

We are a Menorca based start-up, with delegations both in Menorca and 
Barcelona, that provides travel industry companies and organizations with 
relevant market intelligence by analyzing massive amounts of social data. 

Our goal is to be able to monitor everything that surrounds every single 
destination (what people say on social networks, what people think about 
hotel services, occupation indexes, hotel price indexes, etc) in order to 
deliver predictive models to our customers to better allocate their resources deliver predictive models to our customers to better allocate their resources 
and improve decision making. 

Our business is about helping photographers shoot truly legendary photos 
every time they take the camera.

Images nobody has shot before involving sun, moon and Milky Way. 
We want to help them turn their creative ideas into real images so they can 
fulfill their dreams:

Fun, Love, Authority, Money, Avoid pain.

photopills
Spain

Hugo 
Sanchez

Francesc 
Garcia 
Robert

Spain

Spain

www.photopills.com
twitter.com/photopills
facebook.com/PhotoPills

Invited Company

Invited Company

Invited Company

facebook.com/socialvane
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